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Chapter 2690

Seeing Catherine’s and Freya’s excited expressions, charity simply took a sip of
coffee. “Freya, in my past life’s memories, your boyfriend was still a sc*mbag. You
married Rodney and divorced him. As for Cathy, you were still with Shaun. You
two divorced because of Sarah’s interference too. The bad things that happened
were still equally miserable.”

Freya was disappointed. “Ah, is that so? Were our past lives the same as this
life?”

Catherine gave Charity a sidelong glance. “ Eliza, are you lying to US? Is this talk
about your previous life fake?”

“I’m not lying to you guys. You’re the ones who are thinking about it the wrong
way.” Charity laughed bitterly and put down her cup. She had a serious
expression. “Actually … I’m Charity. I’m Charity Neeson.”

(C D • • •

The private room was utterly silent for a while.

Freya suddenly shuddered. “I feel so cold all of a sudden. Is the air conditioner
on?”

She trembled and scooted toward Catherine’s side.

Although Charity was her friend, those words still made her feel creeped out.
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Catherine was initially fine. However, she started to tremble a little after Freya’s
actions. “Er… Lizzie, your joke went a little too far. Let’s not use a dead person to
make jokes, okay?”

“I’m really Charity.”

Charity’s gaze was innocent and helpless. Did they not want to know the truth?

However, they did not believe her after she told them. “Back then, when I was sent
to jail, Sarah came to see me and told me that my parents were dead. I could not
accept it at all. It felt like I was possessed by vengeance. I wanted to escape and
avenge my parents. During my community work on an island, I seized the
opportunity to escape. But I fell into the sea and lost consciousness. After
waking up, I realized I was in Eliza’s body.”

Freya and Catherine exchanged glances. The former blinked her eyes and said, “I
know. You transmigrated. This is like the transmigration that’s talked about in
novels.”

Catherine’s mouth twitched. She still found it too bizarre. “This isn’t quite
possible.”

“Maybe it’s because of this pendant.” Charity took a pendant out from her back. “
I used to live in the same area as Eliza. We’ve always been close. When I was
young, my mom and Eliza’s mom went shopping together. They met a fortune
teller. He gave Eliza and me a pendant each. Both pendants were the same. I
recall the fortune teller saying that we would experience a tragedy in the future
and that the pendant might be able to help US once.”

Freya was not scared anymore. She went over and observed that pendant. It
looked ancient and was warm to the touch. “Is there really such a magical thing?”

“Eliza happened to attempt suicide because of Monte at that time. I became Eliza
after I woke up,” Charity said. “I didn’t dare to tell anyone the truth because
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Charity had escaped. Besides, this incident was too strange. It might bring the
authorities a lot of trouble. Therefore, I pretended to have been overly stimulated
after attempting suicide and made it seem as though I had become another
person. I focused on my career. No one around me was suspicious.”

Freya said, “Why didn’t you tell US earlier?”

“I asked about you guys before, but you two had gone overseas.” charity glanced
at them. “Besides, you two were pretty miserable before going overseas. Cathy
was locked up in the mental hospital while Shaun dated Sarah. As for Freya, the
incident of you being bullied by Thomas was widely circulated. The public said
that you couldn’t stand staying in the country, so you escaped to hide.”
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